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“The most important thing is to remember the most
important thing.” — Suzuki Roshi

When we practice mindfulness , it
supports us in connecting who we truly
are, fosters wisdom and connection in
our life choices.

 The why and what of mindfulness

 Discussion of neuroscience and the teenage brain
 Practical Mindfulness Tools and Models for Treatment
 Brief Guided Practice
**Disclamber: You may have a period of reflection at the end of our time tonight,
give your self some time throughout the upcoming week.

Mindfulness as a practice is rooted in Eastern
philosophy however through neurological
research and shared stories of
experiential “success”, mindfulness has
found a home in our society in places you
may not expect.

I Am Mindful – Sparking Self-Acceptance
in the Classroom.

Mindful Schools
Gateway High School, San Francisco

 Madelyn

– I recommend mindfulness, it helps
you when you get mad, helps me calm down

 Angel

– I like my anchor breath, my breath is
my buddy and you can use it anywhere.

 Keira

– It makes your mind not think about
everything all at once



Isabelle – It makes you feel calm, makes you
get all the anger out of your body and puts it
into happiness.







Jason – We stay calm, ring the bell, and anchor
ourselves and get the happiness in, everyone
stays quiet. When your freaking out it helps to
take away everything and then you begin to think
about things that make you happy.
Joe – I like the bell, I feel the vibrations and it
helps the bad thoughts go away.
Jose – I feel happy when I breathe and sit down
and feel the bell. I feel the bell on my heart and it
makes me happy and then I can concentrate on
my work.

Mindfulness is the psychological process of bringing one's attention to
experiences occurring in the present moment….
– Wikipedia
Mindfulness is a state of active, open attention on the present. When you're
mindful, you carefully observe your thoughts and feelings without judging
them good or bad. Instead of letting your life pass you by, mindfulness
means living in the moment and awakening to your current experience,
rather than dwelling on the past or anticipating the future.
– Psychology Today
Mindfulness is awareness that arises through paying attention, on purpose,
in the present moment, non-judgementally, It’s about knowing what is on
your mind
– Jon Kabat-Zinn

A is for awareness . Being more aware of what
you are thinking and doing and what is
happening in your mind and your body.
B is for "just Being" with your experience.
Avoiding the tendency to respond on autopilot and feed problems by creating your own
story.
C is for seeing things and responding more
wisely. By creating a gap between the
experience and our reaction to our
experience, we can make a wiser choice.


Juliet Adams, Founder of Mindfulnet.org

Why Mindfulness is a Superpower:
Narrated by Dan Harris

How Mindfulness Empowers Us: An
Animation Narrated by Sharon
Salzberg

Hormones Cause the “going mad or losing
their minds” experience.

Adolescence is simply a time of
immaturity, all they need to do is grow
up.

Adolescence requires a shift from
dependence on adults to total
independence.





Change the viewing so we can change our doing.
Mindfulness helps us transition to responding view vs
reacting
A shift in understanding how important the dimensions
of adolescence are and how it can create vitality now
and in our future self
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1) Prefrontal / Cerebral Cortex Links input from other people;
shaping, balancing of all that is
taken in.
2) Limbic Regions - Primitive
System Reward, Attention
Focus, how we remember.
3) Brain Stem /Spinal Cord Vagus Nerve System.

❖Neuronal Pruning / Fire Wiring
❖Broad to Specific Specialized Scope
❖Goal = integration = efficiency in
architecture
❖Stress Reaction o Anxiety
o Depression
o Compassion Fatigue
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❖ Risk via exposure
❖ Opportunity via Vulnerability
❖ Dopamine increase in release amounts
but baselines are lower (risk for
addiction)
❖ Decisions (hyperrationality literal/concrete) - focus on the benefits
vs the risks (dichotomous thinking)
❖ Drive for reward and cognitive control
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 ES

– Emotional Spark
 SE – Social Engagement
 N - Novelty
 CE – Creative Exploration
Take a moment to reflect on your own
ESSENCE
(Siegel, 2013)



















Background
What was it like growing up in your family?
Would you rise (are raising) your own children in a similar way or differently?
Relationships
How did your family members get along with one another?
Are there any ways you have tried to be like or not like each of your parents?

Separation
Can you remember your first time being separated from your parents?
Did you ever experience a long separation from your parents in childhood? What was that like
Discipline
Did your parents use punishment in their discipline?
How have these strategies of being disciplined influenced your development?
Fear and Threat
Have there been any experiences that may been overwhelming in your life?
How did your parents deal with fear?
Loss
What impact have losses had on your life and on your family?
Emotional Communication
How did your parents communicate with you when they were happy and excited?
What happened when you were ill, distressed, unhappy or injured.
Safe Harbor
What relationships could you turn to, places you could go to rely on to help you comforted at
difficult times?
Launching pad
How did your parents support your exploration away from home?
Did you feel secure to explore the world?

Now
What is your relationship like now with your parents?

As you reflect on all of your experiences, how do you think they have
influenced the ways you relate to other people?
Future
What would you wish for your yourself in your future relationships?
How do you imagine the experiences from your attachment relationships
early childhood may shape the person you can become?
What do you see as your “growth edge” for things you’d like to change in
yourself so that you can become freed up to be the person you would like
to be in the future?


Your life does not get better by chance, its
gets better by change – Jim Rohn


Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)
Thoughts – What we think affects how we act and feel
Feelings – What we feel affects what we think and do
Behavior – What we do affects how we think and feel





Acceptance & Commitment Therapy (ACT)
A-Accept your thoughts and feelings and be present
C- Choose a valued direction
T -Take action
Mindfulness Based Therapy (MBT)
Blends eastern and western psychological strategies

 Intention

– Intention is a direction not a
destination. (vision)

 Attention

– Focused attention creates a
reaction, discrimination /discernment. (the
now)

 Attitude

– Affectionate, curious, openness,
acceptance and love.
“What we practice grows stronger”
– Shauna Shapiro

(Shapiro 2014)















Acceptance – Seeing things as they are
Curiosity – Spirit of interest
Gentleness – Soft tenderness
Letting go – Not holding on to thoughts, or clinging to
outcome.
Loving kindness – Embodying friendliness
Nonjuding – Impartial witnessing, observing the moment
without evaluation or categorizing
Nonreactivity – Ability to respond with clarity instead of
reacting out of habit
Openness – Beginners mind
Patience – Allow things to unfold in their time
Playfulness – Joy, levity and warmth, creating a context
where learning and discovery are fun
Trust – Trust in one’s own experience
(Rechtschaffen 2016)

 Reactive

– Fire alarms going off in your
emotional brain.

 Response

- Prefrontal cortex, higher levels of
brain integration.

 Intuitive

– Trust your instincts
and your intuitions.. In the flow..
“your heart knows what is just”

S for sensations - What happens to your physical body as the interaction
escalates? Does your gut cinch? Is your jaw clamped shut? Does a flush flow
up your face?. The reality is our brain is our whole body, an entire integrated
network of our nervous and endocrine systems.
I for images - Watch the parade of them as they fast forward through your
increasingly agitated brain. Your friend’s face contorted in anger the last time
you had a conversation like this. His look of derision when you tried to make
your point. Then perhaps even an image of your father from decades ago, with
a similar look on his face.
F for feelings - What feelings follow these sensations and images? Name them, “a
feeling is not a fact.”
T for thoughts - Observe your negative thoughts and identify them. What story
are you making up? “Why is he always so cold?” “He thinks I’m stupid.”

Easy One Word Reminders That Support Mindfulness

S.T.O.P.
Stop
Take a few deep
breaths
Observe
Proceed

R.A.I.N
Recognize what’s going on
Allow the experience to just be there
Investigate with kindness
Natural awareness, which comes from not identifying with
the process

Tips on Working with
Children
❖ Be mindful of the vocabulary you use.
(getting in the zones, in the flow, making friends with your mind, surfing the
moment, unplug, reset,)

❖ Respect their learning encoding style.
(bodily- kinesthetic learners may benefit from a walking practice, like
musical learners may enjoy a sound based practice)

❖ Optional vs. Mandatory Practice
(the “buy-in” factor)

❖ Use Technology we are dealing with the “Digital Native”
“Headspace” “The Mindfulness APP” “ Mental Workout” “ RELAX”

A Brief Guided Practice

 Make

time for “time in” moments
 Human Being vs Human Doing
 You are worth figuring “it” out
 Attend to the signs of life
 Serve and Savor the world

Mindfulness Practice at Home
Mindful Breathing. Practice two or three times every day. Bringing awareness to the breath may help you become better
friends with thoughts, feelings, and body sensations—in this moment— without having to do anything at all.
Sometimes practicing along with another activity that we do every day can help us remember. For example, you
might practice Mindful Breathing while riding the school bus each day. You may also find it pleasant to begin and end
your day this way.
Mindfulness of the Body. Begin by lying comfortably on your back on a flat surface. You may wish to put a pillow under
your head. Relax and rest your arms loosely by your sides with your legs slightly apart. Stretch out so that your body
is lying in a straight line. You may even give your body permission to close its eyes. We practice bringing awareness
to the body sensations— simply noting what sensations are present. Practicing Mindfulness of the Body is a momentby- moment awareness. As you breathe in and breathe out, as best you can, practice focusing the attention on one
part of the body at a time. Note how thoughts and feelings keep coming and going even as you focus attention on the
body. Each time the mind wanders, we have more opportunities to practice bringing attention back to our bodies.
Complete the practice by listening to the silence and stillness in the body. Whenever you feel ready, bring awareness
back to the body as a whole. Begin to move your hands and feet. You might touch your face or rock from side to side
before opening your eyes. Practice Mindfulness of the Body for five minutes (or more) every day.

“Between stimulus and response there is a
space. In that space is our power to choose
our response. In our response lies our growth
and our freedom.”
- Viktor Frankl
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